These points illustrate our commitment to safety and also
customer satisfaction with the seats.

Scope
Teleplex take full responsibility for your seat and offer a
complete manufacture, supply and installation package.

Teleplex

Safety
The site fuse board must have an RCD (residual current
device) which ensures complete safety of all electrical
appliances. If the existing fuse is not RCD protected, a
small RCD module will be installed.
Electrical towel rail elements have a long history of safe
working in bathrooms and the system for the seat is no
different.

Seat details
•

Seats have a curved profile shaped to ensure maximum
comfort.

•

They are formed from hollow steel and all cables and
heating elements are hidden within.

•

A control within the circuit allows the temperature to be
adjusted.

•

Seats have been designed by a Chartered Structural
Engineer to ensure strength and stability.

•

Access to the seat is by an easy slide-in action which
enables use by elderly or disabled persons.

•

A holder for an umbrella is set in the table allowing a pole
to be slotted in.

•

Design of the seat can be tailored to suit the customer
providing say drink holders or lighting.

Outdoor
Heated
Seat (Single)

Finish
The steel is first corrosion protected then powder coated.  
The customer can choose any colour scheme or finish.  
Different combinations of colours can be used, such as a
football team strip.

Installation
Trained personnel will install the seat on site. There
are 2 types of base. Firstly, a wooden platform with or
without wheels which can be moved about connected by
cable to a socket.  Secondly, the seat post fixed into the
ground with cables in the post going below ground to the
switchboard.

Guarantee
The seat is made from steel so will last a lifetime. There is
a 2 year guarantee on all parts and installation.

Cost
Our accomplished tradesmen take a pride in producing
bespoke handcrafted seats. Quotations will be speedily
provided and the cost will be related to customer
requirements.

020 8407 9593
Teleplex@virginmedia.com

Teleplex Ltd – a Croydon engineering firm
would like to introduce a new development
in outdoor living...

The Outdoor Heated Seat
We have given restaurant and pub owners
a novel way to pull in more customers by
offering heated seating at outdoor tables.
The comfortable and easy access slide-in
seats have hidden elements similar to
those used in bathroom towel rails. The
temperature can be adjusted to keep sitters
cocooned by warmth even on cool days
and evenings when conventional outdoor
eating and drinking areas tend to remain
unoccupied.
At alfresco venues where the novel seats are
installed, pubs and restaurants can expect
a big increase in the numbers of customers
using those areas. Where beer gardens are
deserted for several months of the year, they
can now become the hot spot for all who like
to drink outdoors in comfort.
The Outdoor Heated Seat can also be
installed in gardens of private homes for
comfortable outdoor living all year round
with added benefits –
• Stargazers can view galaxies in comfort,
changing seat orientation to suit
• Smokers can relax in comfort without
hurrying to get back in the warmth
• People suffering from back pain can get
instant relief from the direct transfer of
heat from the seat
• Enthusiasts can enjoy city or countryside
views in all weathers
Please contact Alex Grott on 020 8407 9593
for more information.

